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IT´S NOT WHO
YOU ARE THAT

HOLDS YOU BACK,
IT´S WHO YOU
THINK YOU´RE

NOT!

J A N U A R Y  2 0 1 7
O U R  B E S T  W I S H E S  T O  A L L  O U R
C U S T O M E R S  T H I S  N E W  Y E A R !

W h a t  c o u l d  b e  b e t t e r  t h a n  h a v i n g  s o m e  w i s e  w o r d s  o f
i n s p i r a t i o n  f o r  a  n e w  y e a r . . .



"I embroider a lot for my grandchildren,
and my daughter has accidentally
bleached several of the items. The
embroidery colors either bleached out
or changed to really weird colors! I use a
rayon embroidery thread. Do you have
any suggestions?"

PROBLEM

EMBROIDERY SOLUTIONS
BY MARIE DUNCAN

Solution: 
Try embroidering with polyester thread.
it is a lot stronger, and will withstand
multiple washings much better than
rayon thread.
The polyester fibers are colorfast and
should keep their color through several
washings without a problem.

SOLUTION

Former Education Coordinator for Husqvarna Viking.



KEEP ON THE
LOOK OUT!
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Very soon, we will be sending an
email with the details on our
upcoming Anita Goodesign event.
Get ready for a lot of fun and
surprises!. 



5 FUN FACTS
EVERY SEWING ENTHUSIAST

SHOULD KNOW
1. Needles are ancient technology, and weren't always metal
• About 27,000 years ago, people protected themselves against the cold with
furs they had stitched together using bone needles pierced with a hole.

• Pins were made from fish bones, as well as from long thorns.
• Later, horn and ivory were used, the needles having a round hole at one
end or in the middle.

 2. Metal needles were used by the ancient Egyptians
• From 4000BC, the Egyptians were fastening clothes with copper pins.
• Metal needles and pins, the wire bent over to form the head, were made in
Europe during the Bronze Age.

• Steel needles were brought to Europe in the 14th century from the Middle
East. • The first European steel needles, which were produced in Germany in
1370, held the thread in a hook at one end.

• Metal needles with closed "eyes" were being made in the Netherlands by
the 15th century.

• In the Middle Ages, pins of the best quality were made of bronze.

• Iron or brass pins were once luxury items, hence the term "pin money."

Originally, the money given to a woman by her father or husband to spend
on small items, such as pins. 

3. Cushions and cases were made by hand until very
recently
• To protect their delicate points, pins were being stored
in cases from the 1300´s. Pincushions appeared in the
mid 1500´s.
• Pins continued to be made by hand until the 1820´s,
when Lemnel Wright, an American, developed a
machine to do the job.

4. Thread has transformed with time
• Early sewers used thread made from leather thongs,
gut and grasses. Nowadays, we mostly use linen, wool,
silk and cotton yarns.
• In Britain, thread of silk or linen, thought superior to
cotton, was sold loose in hanks until spools were
introduced in the mid-1700´s.
• In 1844, John Mercer invented the mercerization
process, which strengthens cotton threads and gives
them a sheen. 



5 FUN FACTS
EVERY SEWING ENTHUSIAST

SHOULD KNOW

5. We have thimbles from Ancient Rome
• Thimbles were worn on fingers or thumbs, hence the Old English name
"thymel," or "thumb stall."
• The first thimbles were conical and fashioned from leather.
• Later, simple bands that left the fingertip exposed were also made —

examples of these have been found in the Roman ruins of Herculaneum and
Pompeii.
• The English were making dome-shaped thimbles from the early 1500´s.
Sometimes, learning some history is the best way to advance your
knowledge and skills in a hobby. Sewing has a deep, rich and varied history
that's studied all over the world.

Resource YP California. http://www.yellowpages.ca/tips/5-fun-facts-
every-sewing-enthusiast-should-know/ 



FREE SEWING
PROJECT
EMBROIDERY  CUSHION

LETS  START  A  NEW
YEAR  WITH  A
BEAUTIFUL
DECORATIVE  CUSHION

SEWING  CENTER  OF  TAMPA  BAY

CLICK  ON  THE  ICON  BELOW  TO  DOWNLOAD  YOUR
FREE  PROJECT

WWW . S EW I N G C EN T E R T B . COM   |  

https://siterepository.s3.amazonaws.com/5367/designer_topaz_embroidered_cushion_20170104193838.pdf


JANUARY
CLASSES AT A GLANCE

Best classes
to learn and
have a lot of

fun.

WWW . S EW I N G C EN T E R T B . COM   |  

Call store or
visit our
website for
more details!

www.sewingcentertb.com/classes.htm

VISIT OUR WEBSITE

http://www.sewingcentertb.com/classes.htm


Have you ever wanted to apply a bias

tape to a v-neck and did not know

how?  This quick and easy tutorial will

show you how to do this and it is

appropriate for woven and knit fabrics.

This kind of technique can be used

when you do not want to sew a collar

to your garment, making the garment

lighter and easier to style –which is

perfect for the warmer days of

summer.

Materials:

Fabric of your choice

Bias tape.  I’m using Wrights Double

Fold Quilt Binding, 7/8 by 3-Yard, Blue

in this tutorial.

Thread to match your your bias tape

Sewing machine

Sewing Center of Tampa Bay  | 

Easy way
to apply
bias tape
to a
v-neck
tutorial

V - N E C K



I am using calico fabric and

cotton/poly bias tape for illustration

purposes so you can see clearly what I

am doing.  However, for better results

please match the thread to the bias

tape and the bias tape to the fabric.

Directions

Most patterns have a 5/8″ seam

allowance, so the size of the bias tape

is entirely your choice.  To keep with

the pattern directions and to not alter

the size of the neckline, sew a stay

stitch line to 5/8″.  This will be your

guideline on where to place the fold of

the bias tape and it will also be a great

help if you decided to make your own

bias tape.  Please have a look at this

tutorial for a review on how to make

your own.

Start by taking the front side and stay

stitch around the neckline to 5/8″. 

Draw a line straight down the middle

of the V.  This will be your cutting line.

 This cut will allow the V to open so you

will be able to sew the bias tape in a

straight line.

Cut the V to the point stopping 1/8″

before the stitching line.  The pins are

just there to illustrate the 1/8″

 measurement.

If you are using a store bought bias

tape, notice that one part is usually

longer than the other as shown in the

picture.  Pin the shorter side of the

tape to the right side of the fabric.

Sewing Center of Tampa Bay  | 

V - N E C K



Pin the tape on top of the stay

stitching line.

Sew the tape, and when you get to

where you cut the V, straighten the

fabric by pulling to the left and

continue sewing.  Use the stitching line

you made as a guide.

Continue sewing the tape on a straight

line making sure that when you pass

by the the point where you made the

cut (marked by the yellow arrow) you

sew over the stay stitching line.

Sewing Center of Tampa Bay  | 

V - N E C K



Once you have finished sewing on the

front side of the bias tape, fold it back

making sure the edge of the tape falls

below the stitching line.

Sew very close to the fabric, taking

special care on the point marked by

the yellow arrow.  It is important to

make sure you catch the tape on the

back.

Turn your work to the wrong side and

fold the V-neck.  You will sew a straight

line on the tape following the yellow

arrow direction.

Sewing Center of Tampa Bay  | 

V - N E C K



Flatten the little triangle with your iron

so it lies flat.

Front view of V-neck, remove your stay

stitching line and iron the entire work.

As you can see, it is very easy to apply

bias tape to a V-neck.  Using satin bias

tape will give your top a touch of

elegance and lightness.  We will be

using this technique in future projects

so please stay tuned!

Sewing Center of Tampa Bay  | 

V - N E C K



Special note for beginners

If you are using a very soft and easy to

unravel fabric, like silk or rayon, sew the

bias tape first. Then, sew until you get

to the point of the V, lift the foot of the

machine, then make the cut.  Pivot the

fabric,  and continue sewing. This way

you will minimize unraveling the fabric.

Sewing Center of Tampa Bay  | 

V - N E C K

Tips from our friends at Sew So Easy

http://so-sew-easy.com/apply-bias-tape-v-neck/ 



chart
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MARIA & JOHN

COUPON

Thanks for your support! As a
token of our gratitude, please use

this coupon with your next
purchase! 

$20.00 off your $100.00 purchase or more.
Valid through 1/31/17. 

One per customer, does not apply on machine services
or classes.

MUST PRESENT THIS COUPON

$20
CODE

SCTBNEWYEAR17
Valid through 1/31/2017

SCTBNEWYEAR17

WWW . S EW I N G C EN T E R T B . COM   |  



NEWS!
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We are very excited to share with you
that we are about to open our
NEW STORE!!!!
Just finalizing some details.

Do not forget to keep checking our
website and facebook to learn about
when we will be open.

Just a reminder for you, we will have
several different classes and events
that you will love. 



HIRING!
We are always hiring sewing teachers.

If you are a person that enjoys machine sewing, embroidering,
quilting and love to share your knowledge with others,

come and visit us.
We always welcome new talent!.

Or visit our website
http://www.sewingcentertb.com/careers.htm

ADRIANA STENGER
OWNER

http://www.sewingcentertb.com/careers.htm

